ABSTRACT

The purpose of this pilot study was to compare the view of leadership style, as self reported by the superior and as perceived by the subordinate, in a simulated environment for research and class pedagogy. Class pedagogy, reported in this paper, is based on J. Luft’s and H. Ingham’s (Luft, 1984) dynamic model of interpersonal communication. Using the model, students contrast the hypothesized differences in subordinate/superior views of leadership style and through guided discussion become acutely aware of the likelihood and consequences of those differences. Discussion of methods to mitigate those differences completes the learning module.

INTRODUCTION

The Johari Window, a perception model of how we see ourselves compared to how others see us (Luft, 1984), demonstrates the important role that feedback plays in individual development. It is a guide for individual learning about self, suggesting that feedback offers opportunities for individual growth, and that growth is limited without such feedback. Thatcher (1990), concludes that feedback is critical for proper learning to take place after an experience. Gentry (1990), specifies that, “The student should not be allowed to conclude what was learned without receiving feedback; there is too much evidence that human beings do not do this properly” (p. 17).

The following guidelines have been suggested for effective feedback, descriptive versus evaluative, meets the needs of the receiver, asked versus imposed, timely and applicable (Sashkin and Morris 1984). Communication theory suggests the following three basic types of feedback (Kreitner and Kinicki 1989): informational feedback provides the learner non-evaluative information; corrective feedback provides the learner with challenging information which confronts an earlier message or belief; and reinforcing feedback which supports or augments the learners behaviors or statements.

Quality feedback in the area of leadership, therefore, is an important element in learning about leadership. Typically mechanisms offering feedback to leaders have been comprised of written or verbal reports of particular behaviors (Jago and Vroom, 1975). Feldman (1986) argues strongly for increasing the amount and immediacy of feedback by attempting to provide experiences that can make even intuitive tasks more subject to analysis. We are aware that Schriesheim and Kerr (1974) report that sell reports of leader behavior and others’ often do not correlate.

Considering the above a simulation was used for leadership feedback. Simulations provide more effective learning experiences over time compared to conventional classroom instruction (Randel, Morris, Wetzel, & Whitehill, 1992).

Most leadership theorists recognize behavior as a critical dimension of effective leadership. The Ohio State Leadership Studies (Stogdill & Coons, 1957) isolated two kinds of behaviors, which are important in attaining organizational goals: initiating structure and consideration. Three versions of the Ohio State scales, the Supervisory Behavior Description Questionnaire (SBDO), early Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ) and revised form XII of the LBDQ (LBDQ-XII), all have been used to measure leader behavior (Schriesheim et al, 1976 Schriesheim & Kerr, 1974; Schriesheim & Stogdill. 1975).

METHOD

Sample

Participants were from management fundamentals classes. N= 117, including 66 females. The students met on Saturday to participate in The Looking Glass, Inc. A local utility company provided a realistic setting of large and small rooms. Data concerning leadership behaviors were collected at the conclusion of the simulation.

Simulation

The simulation is a complex in-basket organization exercise, which creates a day in the lives of the top twenty managers of a mid-sized manufacturing corporation. The organizational levels include Presidents, Vice Presidents, Directors, and Plant Managers. Participants in this simulation are free to call meetings, write memos and make or defer decisions. The simulation includes a diversity of problems in finance, personnel, legal, production, sales, research, and safety. For further information about the simulation see Lombardo, McCall, and Devries (1983). Six Looking Glass Organizations were established to accommodate the 117 participants. Students had self-selected groups of five or six the first day of the semester for other experiential exercises, These groups generally remained together during this simulation.

Instrumentation

Two congruent questionnaires were developed based on Houses and Desslers (1974) Instrumental and Supportive Leadership scale, one for superiors and one for subordinates. Eight questions from the instrumental domain and nine questions from the supportive domain were included in each questionnaire. The questionnaire asked each participant, in the role of subordinate, to report how frequently their boss actually behaved in a specific way towards them. A seven-item Likert scale enabled participants to report a range of superior behaviors.

A similar seventeen questions comprised the self perception questionnaire. It asked participants, in the role of superior, to report how frequently they actually behaved in a specific way toward each individual subordinate. (Instruments obtainable from authors.)

Hypotheses

Hypotheses were established defining the concepts of pedagogical intersect. This allowed scientific experimentation to be the basis for feedback:

H1: There would be a positive correlation between the superiors’ self-reported scores and their subordinates scores.

H2: There would be no difference in the superiors self-evaluation of overall leadership style and the subordinates evaluation of superiors leadership style.
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H3: There would be no difference in the self and subordinate’s evaluation on the supportive (S) dimension of the Leadership scale.

H4: There would be no difference in the self and subordinate’s evaluation non-the instrumental (I) dimension of the leadership scale.

Experimental Design

Superiors reported their self-perceived leadership style for each subordinate, the “self” report. This is an important design element: it provides a more accurate representation of leadership style than reporting one average style perception for all subordinates. Subordinates reported their observation of the leadership style of their superior, the ‘superior’ report.

The four organizational levels with three levels of paired self-subordinate observations provided 109 accurately paired self-reported and subordinate reported data points.

Initially all paired data were merged for correlations, then all data were divided into the two leadership categories supportive (S) and instrumental (I). Then Pearson correlation coefficients were computed for each of the three experimental levels, president to vice presidents, vice presidents to midlevel, and midlevel to lowest level. Each level was examined in total and each level was examined for S and I leadership categories.

Further, the data were examined aggregated by organizational division under each vice president. Pearson correlations were undertaken for the total data in each of the divisional data sets. Next, the data were divided again into instrumental and supportive categories for each division.

The second statistical analysis was an ANOVA with repeated measures to compare the average self reported style with the style reported by the subordinates. These comparisons were made with the total data, and the I and S categories. Further, the data were evaluated similarly by level and by division.

RESULTS

The correlation between self and subordinate data for the total sample was significant with a coefficient of .104 and .28. There was no significant correlation for the supportive data (S), but P=.078, with correlation of .170, for the instrumental data (I). There were no correlations within levels for total, supportive, or instrumental leadership style. Further, there were no correlations within divisions for total, supportive or instrumental leadership style with one exception. In one division the correlation coefficient was -.336 with P=.060 for the supportive data.

The second analysis tested the hypothesis that the means of the self and subordinates ratings were the same. The analysis was performed with all the data using total, I and S leadership dimensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self vs Subordinate Mean Scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subordinate Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self &gt; Sub Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F (1,103) =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P &lt; .0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It appears that the supportive dimension was dominating the overall result. Performing a similar analyses by level and division indicated no significant effects on means associated with level or division.

DISCUSSION

The correlation analysis indicated no relationship between superior and subordinate perception of leadership style so H1 can be rejected.

The second analysis with ANOVA indicated a highly significant difference of +63 in the superior’s self-rating and the rating actually provided by that paired subordinate. Thus H2 must be rejected and the conclusion is that superiors have a higher or rose colored view of their leadership style than that perceived by subordinates. This is an important finding because the superiors are more positive about their leadership style as it “plays out” in practice.

The average difference for the supportive element is .84 with the instrumental element having a marginally significant mean difference of .36 between superior and subordinate reported ratings.

The supportive or consideration dimension thus indicates the greatest difference between self perception and subordinates’ perceptions. The rose colored difference here is likely to be detrimental to long term productivity in organizations that require participative leadership styles.

For this pilot study the statistical information was not available soon enough for actual class discussion. Other content and process issues developed in the simulation were discussed in the debrief, but they are beyond the scope of this paper. They are well discussed in other Looking Glass literature. A debrief with the statistical information would have included small group discussion comparing actual results to the hypotheses. Large group discussion would then provide feedback about self and others leadership perceptions, which would lead to learning about leader behaviors. Further discussions would include the consequences of the blind area, managers believing they are using one style, while subordinates believe they are using another.

These results of similar statistical studies will be extremely compelling to students in the future if the instructor’s previous experience with experiential education is any guide. Future classes may be expected to develop similar hypotheses and then learn from the feedback about actual results. Future studies, with a planned one-week turnaround, can be fed back as live data for class analysis. Further class discussion would include statistical analyses of each of the seventeen questions individually for further inferences and conclusions. Feedback will be corrective or reinforcing, as previously discussed, depending upon the congruence, or lack, in the superior versus subordinate information. These results also would be a powerful example of the blind area described in the Johari Window.

A disadvantage of using The Looking Glass, Inc. was discussed in an earlier article (Roberts, R. and Page, D. 1992). The simulation is expensive in dollars, instructor time, and class time. Procuring adequate space, maximizing benefits to students by ensuring they play a role commensurate with their abilities, ensuring that participants receive packets in a timely manner, and preparing name tags, signs and organization charts place a heavy time demand on instructors.

This expense suggests that the current data be used in the future. While an aha! from direct participation is the experiential exercise may be lacking, a powerful learning experience could be managed by using these data and results for class discussion as follows: 1) The Looking Glass, Inc would be described, with the rather sophisticated annual report being given to class members; 2) the topics of leadership style, feedback, and the Johari Window (all taught earlier) would be woven together and the class would hypothesize about the likely congruence of superior/subordinate perceptions; 3) the real data from this class would be presented. These data from an immediate past and close group of peers would be much more meaningful than an “old” and “distant” textbook presentation or data gathered from other sources.

In other words the students would be given the scenario, asked to develop hypotheses, and then given the previously derived statistical results for small group analyses, reflection and conclusions. This would allow the results of a very demanding simulation to be used by many classes, not just the lucky (or unlucky) few who participated directly.
CONCLUSION

The experiential nature of this exercise allows superiors to exhibit actual behaviors which subordinates evaluate. Thus subordinates are giving feedback on concrete behaviors. This feedback carefully facilitated provides the mechanism for learning about perceptive differences by the entire class.

A total model or process for this leadership feedback learning experience includes the following:
1. Assist students in developing hypothesis relative to leaders’ and subordinates perceptions of leadership behaviors.
2. Explain Looking Glass, Inc. simulation to students.
3. Run the simulation.
4. Administer leadership survey instrument.
5. Develop the data into statistics about leaders and subordinates’ perceptions of leadership behaviors and provide to students.
6. Debrief
   a. Facilitate discussion, first asking general questions such as: How did you feel about the simulation? (or similar questions to allow students to openly express themselves). Then pose more specific questions, such as what is your leadership style? Which behaviors are instrumental? supportive? were you more comfortable with? Which behaviors are instrumental? supportive? did you use more often?
   b. Provide the statistical information to students in small groups so they can compare class hypotheses with actual results
   c. Discuss differences in boss and subordinate perceptions in the large group.
   d. Conclude with discussions about the Johari Window, the likely problems arising from differing perceptions of leadership behaviors, and mechanisms to mitigate those commonly found differences.

If the simulation is not run “live” skip steps 3 & 4.

In summary, The Looking Glass, Inc., focused on leadership behaviors and with carefully organized debriefing, can provide a powerful experiential learning experience for students.
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